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Inhalator with acrosouxing unit

Tcchp**^ f**^ of tlx towntlan

S The present invention relates to a portable handheld inhalaior far the

administranaa ofa pharmaccuticaPy active substance, and more specifically to o

portable handheld inhalator being actuated by the breath ofthe patient.

Technic*! h^Vp^d of the Indention

0 There b a genera] need tar portable handheld inhalator*. A common group of

bhaletera are those that deliver an aerosolized drug in a fixed unit dosage when an

actuator is pressed, squeezed or pulled by the patient

It has been (bund that such inhalator* are not optimal in that the delivered drug is

15 not always introduced effectively bun the respiratory passages of the patient. The co-

ordination between the inhalation and the triggering of the drug delivery is critical

and introduces the risk of an untimely administration with respect to the breathing,

m addition, the breathing cycle and strength differ? between different patients which

introduces another difficulty.

»
Therefore, breath actuated inhalators have been developed. Such inhatators are

provided with some kind of device that is sensitive to an airflow. Thus, when the

patient inhales through a mouthpiece of the device, the sensitive device triggers the

distribution of the drug. The drug is delivered into the airflow, Le. the patient's

15 inhalation, to continue into the respiratory passages of the patient.

Such mhslators, wherein a fixed unit dosage is administered when the patient

inhales, are known, for frump1 *' through WO 92/09323.

» However, even with such unit dosage cnhalators it is possible thai the pharmaceutics

b not inhaled in the most eSectjre way. Therefore, tleuiuuitiharacafly actuated

tahahuors are fasown that monitors the inhaled air flow and opens and closes,

respectively. valve b response to the measured air flow. Le. a continuous

admmisaauon of the drug is obtained, the length of which is determined by thr

35 respective inhalation of the patient.
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An example of such an inhalator is described in the US patent No. S.7 18,222. which

forms the basis for the preamble to daim I of the present application. With reference

to fig. 17 of said patent, a formulahan is contained in a containcr that is dosed by a

valve. When a control unit has received a signal from a flow sensor being connected

5 to the mouthpiece of the device, thereby {nthcanng that the patient is fnhsting, on

actuator opens the valve in response to a signal from the control unit. With the valve

open, the fOMii u.lftp.on enters into a resonance cavity where it is excited by a vibrating

electiomecharocal mechanism to farce the formulation through s membrane. The

fc^ruxu^^tfzoo esoia from the niembrens m sn aerosohsed state to bo fa^haled by uhe

10 patient,

tn order to obtain an acrosaiizAtktn with very small and weD-defined droplets the

membrane of the device according to US 5,718,222 is a go called Rayletgh type

membrane. The Rayleigh flow phenomena is well known within the art, and is for

15 example described in Hydrodynamics. Horace H. Lamb, 6th edition, p. 472-475,

Dover Publication, New York, 1945.

An ""»rA" of a breath activated fr^Mr** utilizing a Raybagb type membrane is

described in the patent US 5,718,222 referred to above. According to this patent, a

20 pressurised liquid is propelled through the membrane.

Thus, although the fr**"***™- according to US 5.718.222 addresses the problem of

drug adnrinhtzratioa controlled by the breath of the patient, it requires an

electromechanical arrangement. This is a disadvantage in many applications, where

25 low cost and small size is desired, tn addition thereto, the need for electric energy

makes the device vulnerable under drcunastances where new batteries or an external

energy source are not obtainable.

Therefore, there still remains a need for an aQ-mechamc breath controlled inhalator

30 for continuously administering a drug when the pjit*nt is mhabng above a

predetermined flow rate. The term *afl-mexhamc* b not 10 be regarded as excluding

electric or electronic means and pans which facthrarrs the use ofthe mhajcr. wash as

for example electronic display means, means for eitctrcukafly rnoniusing the

inhalation caiafity.

33
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Summary oftha uvvotion

It is an object of the present invention to

described ibo*c. Thb object b obtained with

provide o device in response to the need

according to i I.

S According to the invention, * mechanical breath actuated InhaJator b provided. Due

to its mechanical working, the Inhahtw requires no external energy source, which

makes it reliable under ail circumstances.

A mrrhanfral rahalaar according to the invention, such as an inhalaurr

10 any one of the embodiments shown in the detailed description,

mirvfacwirin; «f rriisMc inhalatnr1 s relatively tow

to

the

Furthermore, the present invention makes it possible to design an inhalaior for

puffing* a phflrmaceutka, Le. a certain dosage of a pharmaceutics could be inhaled

IS by several breathings in stead of inhaling the entire dosage in one single breath. Par

this allows a patient to inhale nicotine in a way that very much resembles

m addition, the inhalaior could be designed to very small dimensions, thereby

20 allowing a discrete way to inhale a pharmaceutics, in a preferred embodiment far use

in anti-smoking treatment, the innwlaT"r could be formed with a size and shape

sural ftr to a cigarette.

The present invention, as well as further scope of applicability, win become apparent

25 from the detailed description given hereinafter. However, it should be understood

that the detailed description and spedfie examples, while indicating preferred

embodiments of the invention are given by way of illustration only. Various changes

and modifications within the spirit and scope of the invention wfl) become apparent

to those skilled in the art from this detailed description.

The IS

by way of

with reference to the accompanying drawings,

only and thus are not limiting the present

3$ Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a first

according to the present invention.

embodiment of an aerosolizing unit

WO 01/12247

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the aerosolizing unit of Fig. 2, viewed from a

Fig. 3b a of a complete inhabitor according to the invention.

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view of the inhalatrrr according to Fig. 3.

10

Fig. 5 is az

inhalaior of Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a

according to the present invention.

view through the mouthpiece of the

embodupent of an una

Pig. 7 is a cross sectional view through the mouthpiece of an inhalaior with

IS the aerosofczmg unit according to Fig. 6.

30

Fig. 8 is on enlarged cross sectional view through the mouthpiece and the

upper part of the aerosolizing unit of Fig, 6, showing the aerosolizing unit in a

first position wherein the drug administration is prevented.

Fig. 9 la an enlarged cross sectional view corresponding to Fig. 8. showing the

aerosolizing unit in a second position wherein the drug administration is

allowed.

25 Fig. 10 is a cross sectional view through the mouthpiece and a third

embodiment of an acrolizing unit according to the invention.

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of the acrolizing unit of Fig. 10.

30 Fig. 12 ia ansa sectional view taken along Hne Xll-Xll of Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 is cross sectional view taken along line XJI-XJ1 of Fig. 1 1.

Fig. 14 is a cross sectional view of the mouthpiece and a variant of the

35 acrolizing unit of Fig, 10.

It should be noted that terms related to direction, such as "upper

"downward direction", are used in the description for distinctive purpose and are

WO0UBOT PCT/StOGttW

typically related to a corresponding figure of the drawings. Thus, such terms should

not be understood as limiting the snoop of the invention.

Detailed Description of Preferred Bmbodlwaitta

S In an inhalator with an aerosolizing unit according to the invention a farce is

developed by a How of air. Le. the inhaled breath of the patient, said force via a

. mechanical actuating means acting on a valve means to open the valve as long as the

flow of air is above a selected parameter, such as a flow rale or a pressure.

10 As long as the valve is open, a pressurised liquid such as a pharmaceutieaDy active

drug is eercsobzed and delivered to the flow of sir to be administered into the air

passages of the patient The delivery continues until the selected parameter of the air

flow has decreased to a certain levd under which the mechanism no longer manages

to keep the valve open. TypkaDy. the level which the air Dow has to exceed to

15 opening the valve is essenosDy the same as the level below which the valve doses.

The opening as wcD as the Tuning air Dow level or levels is/are determined by the co-

operative «Km»..i»nn« of the dements fanning the valve means and the valve

amnrring means, as wiD be described.

20

A first ^hwtm^n of an ^^-^rmBtTPt unit 10 according Co the invention far use in an

inhalator ia shown in Fig. 1 to 6.

Fig. I shows the aerosolizing unit 10 from an angle wherein a flexible membrane 14

25 mounted at on* side of on a body 19 is visible, as weD as a generally tubular

conduit. Le. a hollow needle 18, for coupling a liquid container thereto. The body 19

consists of an upper body section 19A and a lower body section 198.

Fig. 2 shows the other side of the aerosolizing unit 10 of Fig. 1. wherein a porous

30 membrane 15 is visible. The aerosolizing unit 10. which is adapted to be mounted in

a generally tubular air conduit by means of a couple of protruding fastening means

22, win now be described in detail.

An embodiment of a complete inhalator 20 according to the invention including the

IS aerosolizing unit 10 of fig, 1 and 2 b shown in the perspective view of fig, X The

inhalator has an upper section 33 containing a drug container (not visible in Fig. 3).

wo 01/T2247
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a tower section forming a mouthpiece 31, and a connecting means 30 for retratably

joining the upper section 33 with the mouthpiece 31. Holes 24 for receiving the

fastening means 22 of the aerosolizing unit 10 are provided.

5 Fig, 4 shows a cross sectional view of the inhalator 20 of Fig. 3. A cartridge 30

containing the liquid to be aerosolized. Le.typically a drug including a liquid

containing a pharmaceutical^ active substance, is attached to the acroaotising unit

10 via the bellow needle 18. The needle 18 is inserted through a penetrable

membrane at the proximal end of the cartridge 30. At the distal end of the cartridge

10 30 an end wall 35 is ecalingSy sbdoMc Thus, when an external force is applied to

urge the end wall 35 into the cartridge, at the same time as the outlet at the proximal

is obstructed, the bquid pressure in the cartridge is increased.

The upper section 33 of the mbalator. which b attached to the mouthpiece 31 in a

15 releaaabie manner using for example a thread or a bayonet fitting 36, comprises a

piston 37 and a ami spring 38 being supported by an end member 39. Air inlet

openings 32 are provided in the upper section 33.

When the upper h**»t»w section 33 and the mouthpiece section 31 arc matrd, the

20 piston 3? urges the stidable wall 35 of the cartridge 30 inwards by the bias of the

spring 38. The length and diamrtrr of the piston 37 as weJ as the spring farce of the

spring 38 and its connection to the piston are adapted to provide a liquid pressurem
the cartridge 30.

25 The enlarged cross sectional view of Fig. 5 shows the mouthpiece 31 and the

BCTOAoliring unit 10 contained therein.

The inhalation of the patient creates a flow of air through a flow path extending

through the mbalator. from the air inlet epentags 32 to the mouthpiece outlet 34.

30 When passing the aerosolizing unit 10 the Dow of air b generally parted into a first

flow path FP1 at one side of the arroonnzmg unit 10 and a second Cow path FP2 at

the other side of at nurturing unit 10.

AS described above, the houow needle 18 of the aerosouzmg unit 10 b inserted into

35 the pharmaceutics cartridge 30 to aQow the pharmaceutic* to enter into the

aerosorxting unit 10 via the lumen of the needle 1& The lumen of the needle 18 bin
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fluid communication with an end ofa channel 21. The other end of the channel 21 is

acalcd by sealing member 13. thereby preventin|, the bquid to enter into a chamber

12 also in the case when ihc liquid b under pressure from the piston 37.

S The scaling member 13 Conns a valve means (or allowing and disrupting a flow of

liquid out of the channel 21. The scaling member 13 is made bom a permanent

magnetic material, or includes such o material.

A mechanical means for actuating the scaling member 13 comprises a magnetic

10 member 16 being attached to a flexible membrane 14 for interaction with the

magnetic material of the sealing mrmfrr 13. By Conning the upper and lower body

section from a non-magnetic materia), such aa a suitable polymer, the magnetic

member 16 U allowed to interact with the •eahngmember 13.

IS The magnetic field strength and polarities of the sealing member 13 (Erst magnet)

and the second magnetic member 16. respectively, are selected such that the

members repd each other with a force high enough to counteract the pressure force

of the pressurised channel 21 when no, or a very small, air flaw is acting on the

20

The membrane, thai is fanned from a suitable flexible material such as an elastomer,

is shown having a generally dome-shaped form (although other forma are possible)

and its edge(a) is attached to the body of the aerosolizing unit 10. The outer surface

of the membrane is disposed in o Brat flow path FP1 through the mouthpiece 31. The

23 other side of the membrane 14 is also, via a channel 17, in fluid communication with

the air in the mouthpiece. However, the air m the channel 17 is essentially static

wuh respect to (he air flowing in the flow path PP1.

As is shown with hidden lines (dot fines) in Fig. 5, the chamber 12 is via a channel 23

30 through the body 19A, 19B in ccaimunicadon wuh an outlet opening 11 st the

opposite side of the aerosolizing unit 10 with respect to the membrane 14. The

opening 1 1 is covered by a porous membrane IS being provided with through pores

of fmcrescopic tirr* It should be noted that the microscopically small pores are not

indicated in Fig. S, although they are symbolised with dots in Pig. 2.

35

WO 0102X47
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The membrane 15 is preferably a Royleigh type membrane having pores with a

diameter in the range of about 0.25 to 6 pm. The specific dimension and shapes of

the pores should be selected to suit the specific pharmaceutical drug, for example

t on directions given in the pubbcenon "Hydrodynamics * per above.

5

However, other types of membranes as well aa nozzle axrangementa could of course

be used in connection with the invention to aerosolize the drug

The porous membrane 15 is exposed to a second flow path 7P2.

10

In use. the patient inhales through the end of (he mouthpiece 31, thereby creating a

flow of sir from the air inlet opening 32 via the first and second flow paths FP1, FP2

and into the mouth of the patient.

15 According to Fig. 5, the air flow m the first Dow path FPl creaiea a lower pressure on

the outside of ihc membrane 14 than on the inside of the membrane 14. Therefore an

outwardly directed force is created that urges the central part of membrane 14 out

from the body of the aerosolizing unit 10. Since the second magnetic member 16 is

fixed to the inside of membrane 14 Lt follows the membrane ourwarda.

20

When the air flow across the membrane reaches a sufficient strength, i.e. a sufficient

flow rate, the membrane and consequently the second magnetic member are

displaced a sufficient distance from the sealing rr*mfr*** 13 for the magnetic field

strength, being approximately reciprocally proportional to the square of the distance,

25 no longer to be strong enough to urge the sealing member 13 to seal the channel 21.

Consequently, the size and the bending stiflhess of the membrane should be

correlated with a desired opening sir flow rate to open the channel 21 at a proper

. flow rate to provide optimal inhalation efficiency.

30 Thus, when an air flow ofa certain flow rate sweepscwtheflexibternembranel4.it

lifts (he membrane to aQow the channel 21 to open, and in consequence the

pressurised liquid of the first chamber 1 1 enters ihe channel 12 to reach the porous

membrane 15 via the channel 23 and the opening II.

35 When the channel 12 is filled with pressurised bquid, and as long as the sealing

element 13 is fined above the channel 21. liquid wSI be forced out through the pares

wooumrj * pcnsE«w»»

of the membrane 15. Outside of the porous membrane 15 Raykigfa type droplets are

fanned to be emitted into the airflow of the second flow path FP2. Consequently, the

drug droplets arc carried away by the airflow and into the patient's respiratory

passages aa desired.

5

When the airflow over the flexible membrane decreases bdow a closing fcwd, which

m the present embodiment is essentially the same as mr flow necessary to open the

valve means 13, the flrr^** membrane 14 returns to approach its burial position.

Consequently, the magnetic force on the sealing member 13 b increased until the

ID sealing member 13 again doses the channel 21. Substantially at that moment the

output of droplets from the porous membrane IS ceases.

The distribution of bquid according to the description above could be repeated as

rpng m* jf Bquid m pressure in the channel 21.

15

Of course, it is possible to design the complete mhalator as a disposable inhalatnr.

but for both twim"^1 and environmental reasons it is preferred to make the

errrrwlirng unit and the mhalator casing as multiple use components, while the

cartridge is a disposable. Thus, when a cartridge 30 is emptied, the upper section 33

20 is disconnected from the mouthpiece 31 to expose the empty cartridge, which men

can be replaced by a fresh cartridge.

Although the mechanical actuating means of the first embodiment has been

described comprising two magnetic members repelling each other, it b of course

25 possible to arrange them in a different way. For example, by placing the actuating

means at the oiher rice rf the channel 21. m respect to the vahre means 13 as seen

m Fig. 5. and also change the position of the porous membrane IS, the magnetic

members could be arranged to attract each other in stead.

30 A second embodiment of a handheld portable small size mhalator according to the

present invention shafl now be described with reference to fig, 6 to 9.

In the uutymivc view of Fig. 6 b shown a second embodiment of an acrosoHzmg

writ 110w be attached W the mc«mpieceo

33 generally tubular conduit, U. a needle I IB for coupling to the drug cartridge b

WO 0102247 * PCTfiEOosmW*

attached to the body 119 of (ha aerosolizing unit 1 10. A porous membrane 1 15 for

delivering the drug in an aerosolized form b visible atthe end ofthe body 119.

The arm'ii"»*"g unit 1 10 of Fig. 7 shall now be explained with reverence to the cross

S sectional views of Fig, 7, 8 and 9. Also, reference is made to the first embodhncnt as

described above far the understanding of mirrsponding features.

The unit 1 10 b mounted within a mouthpiece 131 using the fastening means 122.

The mouthpiece b hoflow to provide a flow path for inhaled air. At ha upper end the

10 flow path exhibits a first section of a diameter Dl, and downstream of the first

section the Dow path widens to ft second diameter 02, Le. D2>D1.

A drug cartridge 30 fa mounted on the needle 118 to provide the drug to an inlet

channel 141 extending through an upper section of the needle 1 IB. The inlet channel

15 14) b parted from an outlet channel 142 of (he needle by a barrio 143. A first

opening 144 provides cmrtmiinwTirrm between the inlet channel 141 aid (he outside

of the needle 1 18. Sintitaty. a second opening 145 provides ceamxrozueanon between

the outside of the needle 1 18 and Uw outlet channel 142.

20 The end of Ihc outlet channel 142 of the needle 1 18 b in fluid communication with

an rt~"^g device, such as a eaicropeocus memhi ane aa described above, via a

hoflow section HI of the unit 119.

A sleeve 1 13 b abdabfy threaded on (he needle 1 15. A section 146 of the sleeve b

25 adapted to provide a sealing over (he Cm and second opening when the sleeve 1 13 b

m a first position along the needle 118. Furthermore, an annular channel section

147 b provided in (he sleeve 1 13, around the needle 1 18 and adjacent to the sealing

aecrion 146. Thus, in a first and sealing position with respect to the needle aa shown

in Fig. 8. the scaling section 146 of (he sleeve 113 acta to prevent the pressurised

30 fiqmd in the cartridge 33 to exit through the first opening 144. to a second position

wuh respect to the needle 118 as shown in Tig. 9, the sleeve 113 acta to open—^Hiim^ between the inlet channel 141 and (he outlet channel 142 of the

needle 118. via the first opening 144. the channel section 147 and (he second

opening 145. Thus, the sleeve 113, and more specifically (he sealing portion 146.

33 farms a valve means for allowing and disrupting, respectively, a flow of drug to the

acjuoollzing means US.
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The sliding movement of the sleeve 1 13 U counteracted by a spring 148 that is

inserted between the sleeve and the body 1 19. *ne resting position of the

ateevc 1 13 corresponds to the first sealing position as described above.

5 The sleeve 113 is also provided with a flange portion 149 having a diameter to fit

sfidahr/ within the first section of a diameter 01 to the meaiu^pieee 131.

Inlet openings 132 are provided in the bihalator casing to

10

IS

30

an air inki during

During use, i-e- when the patient inhales through the proximal end of the

mouthpiece 131. a pressure difference between the upper end lower side of the flange

portion 149 wm be obtained. When then pressure difference is sufficiently high. Le-

the pahem inhales strong enough, the sleeve 113 will be urged downwards, and

against the spring farce of the spring 148, towards the body 1 19 of the aerosefixtog

uml 110 untQ the sleeve 1 13 has reached a second position within the part of the

mouthpiece having an inner diarnctrr of D2.

Thus, provided that the strength of the inhalation is strong enough to counteract the

spring 148 fi-e. the flow rate of the sir flow is above an opening flow rate), the sleeve

113 slides from ha first seaKng position to a second position wherein enmmunkation

between the cartridge 30 and the aerosolizing means 115 is established. Therefore,

as long as the sleeve 113 is to its second position aerosolized drug is discharged

through the acrosoaang means 1 15 to be carried by the airflow into the air passages

33 of the patient

The force of the spring, as well as the dimension of the individual components of the

aerosolizing unit, should be selected such that the inhalation needed to open the

valve means 146 also ensures that an efficient drug inhalation is obtained.

30

Thevars function of the sleeve 1 13 and its sealing portion 146 ensures that drug is

delivered as long as the airflow through the mouthpiece is strong enough. When the

airflow decreases betow a certain limit, to the present embodiment approxunatery

being Ihc same as ihe evening airflow, the sleeve is urged back to its sealing position

35 by the spring 148.

woaimza l£

Thus, the sleeve 113. Le. its sealing portion 146. not only farms _

also, to cooperation with the mouthpiece and the spring 148, farms

a vahre but

5 The cartridge 30 is. in the second en

arrangement in uu icjpondencc with the

biased by a

of the first

and

;t-

Figures 10-13 show a third embodiment of an aerofiang unit where the same

components as the previous embodiments have the same reference numbers. The

10 acrohsng unit 200 is attached to the mouthpiece 31 of the inhaler to a suitable

manner via a lower 202 and an upper 204 support piece. The support pieces are

attached to each other by two fins or wings 206 extending radially from the

longitudinal axia 208 of the aerohang unit. Fig. 11. The lower support piece is

arranged with a generally tubular, downwardly protruding holder 210. The end of the

13 holder is arranged with a circumferential recess 212. in which a valre unit 214 is

arranged. The valve unit comprises a circular fid 216 with a central opening 216

connecting to a p***»fi» arranged in en elongated tubular part 220 of the valve unit.

Outside the opening a porous membrane 222, preferably a Rayhagh membrane is

arranged. The pftttTfigr has a first diameter and accommodates a metallic

20 magnetically affectable ball 224, such as a steel bafl. The passage then narrows to a

lesser diameter, where the transition constitutes a seat for the ball. In the passage

with lesser diameter, extending through the elongated part, a hoflow needle 18 is

inserted. The upper end of the needle is inserted to the cartridge 30 containing the

liquid to rerouted, to all, Una provides a communication from the interior of the

23 cartridge to the membrane via the ball vahre.

35

Outside the tVhf*-** tubular part and the needle, a generally tubular body 228 is

rotatahty arranged. The lower end of the tubular body extends through the fewer

support piece and terminates to the vicmity of the valve seal. The lower end is

arranged with circumferential magnet 230. The tower support piece is arranged with

ore-shaped air passages 232, Fig. 11. The tubular body is further arranged with two

fins or sails 234 radially extending therefrom. The upper surface of the lower support

piece and the lower surface of the upper support piece are arranged with sloping

surfaces extending drcumfereruiaDy. The lower support piece is arranged with two

such surfaces 236. 238. one inside the sir passage and one outside the sir passage,

where a lower ledge 239 of the tubular body 228 b resting on the toner surface 238.

WOIU3ZZ47 PCT/SEOOaZOTf

The wings 234 may rest on the outer surface, but there may also be a certain gap

between them, as wffl be explained below. The lower support piece is further provided

S The upper support piece is arranged with two air pavtagnt 242, which are placed so

that are arranged between a fixed and a movable wing, respectively, the function of

which wffi be crpisinrd to detail below. A compression spring 244 is arranged to a

housing 246 of the upper support piece and acta between this and an upper end of

the tubtdsr body.

10

The function b as follows. In rest posttiim. the tubular body 228 with the movable

wings 234 are positioned such by the rnfhirnrr of the compression spring 244 that

the movable wings are to contact with the ledges 240 of the lower support piece, to

that position, shown in Fig. 10, the magnet 230 is dose to the valve seat and the ball

15 224, whereby the magnetic forces urge the baO upwards against the valve scat,

thereby closing the passage. When a user inhales through the mouthpiece, an air

Dow is crested through the air passages 242 of the upper support piece and between

a fixed and a movable wtog. This creates a pressure difference over the movable

wings, which thereby urges the tubular body 228 to rotate around the needle 18 and

20 the elongated pan 220 of the valve unit against the farce of the compression spring.

The rotational movement causes the lower ledge 239 at the tubular body 228 to ride

on the toner sloping surfaces 238 of the fawer support piece 202. whereby the

tubular body b moved upwards to Fig, 10. Since the tubular body b lifted, so b also

the magnet, whereby the dhtantr between the magnet and the ball increases. Thb to

25 turn decreases the magnetic farce on the bafl. At a certain distance between them,

the pressure on the fiouid from the cartridge 30 rrrrrrls the magnetic farce, whereby

the vahre opens. The pressurised liquid b then forced through the membrane,

thereby aerofisfag the Squid. When the user terminates the fahalatfon. the force from

the compression spring pushes the tubular body arainst the sloping surfaces.

30 whereby the tubular body b mated back to its initial position, which also towers U.

The lowering of the tubular body 228 brings the magnet 230 closer to the baD 224

omD ihe magwic farcesnw^ the pressure farm the Squid, end the valve doses.

Of course, if the whole dose of pressurised Bquid b emptied during the inhalation,

the magnetic forces onjj have to exceed any eventual txariuufooel farces.

35
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Fig, 14 ahowa a variant of the embodiment of Fig, 1 1. It also rrmrpriw^ two fixed

wings 206 attached to the upper and lower support pieces and two movable wings

234 attached to a movable tubular body 228. However, to thb case the tower surface

of the upper support piece b arranged with sloping surfaces on which the tubular

5 body 228 rests with an upper ledge 239, urged by a uauuiesskin spring 244 acting

between a ledge 260 on the tubular body and the upper support surface, whkh

compression spring urges the tubular body and compression spring upwards to Fig.

14.

10 A hoDow needle 18 b inserted into the cartridge 30 and fixedly attached to the

housing of the inhaler. The tower part of the needle b arranged with an elongated

tubular member 220, the tower end ofwhich has a somewhat larger diameter, where

the Uamtition canab'tiutes a valve seat. A baU 224 b arranged to the valve seat. The

tubular body 228 extends betow the tower end of the tubular member 220 and

15 encloses it with an end wall 262. The towareTy surface of the end waD b arranged

with a support projection 264, which, when the tubular body b to the rest position,

pushes the ball against the valve seat. The end wall b further provided with a

number of passages 266. which are to fluid o iniwrtinn with a porous membrane

222. such as a rbaucygh membrane.

20

The function of this variant b as follows. As described shove, the compression spring

244 urges the tubular body 228 upwards and in its restirtg position, the tubular body

228 b resting arainst the ledges ofthe upper support piece in thb ease. The baD 224

b now pressed against the valve seat and the vahre b dosed. When a user tehafea,

25 Ihe pressure diflcTCnq over the movable wings, as described above, causes the

tubular body 228 to rotate against the farce of the ecanprcaaioa spring. Because the

tubular body rests against the sloping surfaces of the upper support piece, the

tubular body with its end wafl and support projection 264 b lowered to respect to the

needle and the tubular member. The krwering of the support projection causes the

30 ball to be free from the valve seat thereby permitting the pressurised bquid from the

can/idee to flow past the vahre. through the passages 266 and through the

membrane 222, thereby acrohung the Bquid.

When the user termtoatrs tohafaxfan. the farce from the compression spring urges

35 the tubular body upwards, and because it b resting on the stoning surfaces, the
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tubular body will be lifted. The support projection is also Efted and pushes the baD

against the vaNe seat, thereby dosing the valve.

Even though a baD has been shown and described in the Last nroembodinjenta, it is

S to be understood that other movable bodies capable of forming a vahe unit together

with a Ta>e seat are may be employed, such as for example conacafly shaped bodies.

As fox the cmhndmirnl according to Fig 10. the movable body may also be

mamifectured of a magnetic material in order to increase the force between the

magnet and the movable body. Preferably the movable body then has a form that

10 ensures a certain orientation so thai the magnets cooperate.

The acrohamg units shown in the drawings 10-14 are only to be regarded as

illustrative examples. The actual units used may have different dimensions

depending on the ri^rr*"** and apace availabls of an inhaler. As regards for example

IS an anti-nnosmg inhaler, the inhaler body should be long and rather thin, whereby

the aerofising unit has to be adapted accordingly. Aa regards the inclination of the

sloping surfaces the size and placement of the air passages, spring characteristics

and the like conusant »** affecting the function, these may be altered in many ways

in order to optimising the performance of the device depending die application, the

90 users breathing abilities and such.

Thus, with an inhalator and an aerosolizing unit according to the invention, a drug is

administered to a patient in an aerosolized farm using a portable handheld dcrice.

33 The drug is delivered continuously aa long as the patient inhales with a strength

selected to ensure a good inhalation effect.

Except for the force needed for biasing the pressure m the liquid during the assembly

of the inhalator the only power needed to actuate the valve means is the force

SO developed by the breath of the user. Thus, the user does not need to rely on a

separate power source, such as a battery. Of course, embodiments wherein the

hissing is performed as a separate step could be possible as well.

A mechanical inhalator, such as an inhalator according to the embodiment* shown.

35 has remarkably few and simple components, end b therefore relatively cheap and

easy to manufacture, even in handheld sizes.
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The all mechanical inhalator, aa regards administering the drug, is reliable in that

the user does not have to worry about the freshness or availability of batteries or any

additional sources of energy.

A preferred use of the aerosolizing unit according to the invention is within the field

S of antisnsoking treatment Within this field it is known to treat the patient with

nicotine. It has been found that it is advantageous to provide the nicotine to the

patient in a way that is as similar to smoking as possible.

The aerosolizing unit of the present invention is well suited for such a use, since a

10 email amount of the pharmaceutics is delivered each time the user inhales with a

breath strong enough. Also, the Inhalator could be designed to resemble the size and

shape of a cigarette, as is shown in fig 3.

However, in the embodiments of an inhalator aa described above, nothing prevents

15 the user from continue to inhale pharmaceutics by successive inhalations until the

conMiner ts empucu.

Unless the container horns one dosage unit only, this Empties a risk for overdosing.

Also, if a replaceable container holds one dosage only, the need to change the

20 pharmaceutics container for each treatment might be perceived as uncomfortable

soil disturfaui£?

Therefore, it is pieferred to provide the pharmaceutics in a mufti-dose container. This

r»n» for a dosage mechanism that prevents the user from unintentionally receiving

25 more that one unit dose.

Two embodiment* of such dosage mechanism shall now be described.

A first embodiment of such a dosage meexumism comprises a dose unit compartment

30 between the cartridge and the valve mechanism (such aa the valve provided by the

member 13 of the first embodiment above, or the afeeve 113 of the second

embodiment) of the aerosolizing unit An tH«fWrma> valve is provided between the

cartridge and tile unit dose compartment. Before mhalation the patient opens the

additional valve to fin the unit dose compartment with a unit dose of the drug, and

35 then shuts the valve. Thus, pressurised liquid of one unit dose is contained in the

compartment snd is aerosolized according to the description above when the user

wottumn
17

inhales trough the inhalator. To receive a next dose, the patient has to repeat the

loading ofthe unit dose compartment Such a dose unit compartment and additional

valve may of course be included in the embodiments according to Figs. 10-14, even

though they are not indicated in these.

to

15

A second embodiment of a dosage mechanism utilises the axial movement of the

piston in the rnhabrtor upper section, used to pressurise and discharge liquid from

the cartridge into the aerosolizing unit A am^Je latch mechanism, wherein a

releasable latch is m engagement with recesses in the piston. The recesses are

spared span along the piston, spaced from each other with a distance ^imestwiHung

to the piston stroke needed to displace one unit dose. Thus, the latch mechanism

aDows the piston to move only a distance loi icspcnding to one unit dose . When such

a unit dose has been inhaled, the patient has to manipulate the latch to activate the

20

With a dosage mechanism as described above, the user sets the dosage mechanism

to permit the next unit dose, and may puff. ix. inhale with small inhalations, until

the predetermined dose is received. Actually, it is possible to adapt the dosage

mecbanftm to a variable dose setting by using a screw mechanism similar to an

jnsuHn tojector.

Although the use of the inhalator for introducing a pharmaceuticaDy active

substance into a human body has been described above, it is of course possible to

use the inhalator for other purposes as well, such as to refresh the breath or to

25 introduce a generally well tasting substance into the mouth.

Similarly, the inhalaDxr could be adapted far mhalation through the nose as weO as

through the mouth.

30 h is obvious that the present invention may be varied m many ways with respect to

the detailed description above. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure

from the spirit and scope of the invention, and aS such modifications aa would be

obvious m one skilled m the art are intended to be included within the scope of the

faQowiag daim*.
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1. A portable, handheld breath actuated inhalator (20), to aerosolize end

distribute a pressurised liquid, tnchiding

S a breath How path defined between an air inlet (32; 132) and a mouthpiece (31:

131) outlet

a container (30] for the liquid,

an aerosolizing membrane (IS, 1 IS] for aerolinng the liquid and Introducing the

aerosolized liquid into the breath Qow path,

10 a valve means for controlling tba tntrodaction ofthe aerollxed liquid Into the

an actuating means to regulate the valve i

characterised in that

the valve raeana is arranged betwten the container and the aerosolizing membrane

IS for allowing Quid rymrmtr^tnttrm between the container and the aerosolizing

membrane, and that

the actusting means is a mechanical actuating means (14, 16; 1 13. 146) being

energised by the Dowel inhaled air.

30 2. The Inhalator according to daim 1

,

wherein said mechanical actuating means (14. 16; 1 13. 146) is (tispmed in the

breath Oow path (FP1, FP2), said tnrchantral actuating means being adapted to

open the valve when a first level of an inhalation Qow parameter present in the Oow

path b reached and to dose the valve when o second level of said inhalation Dow

25 parameter is reached.

3. T>f tnhM«tw» f—wrfmg ta rfaira %
wherein said inhalation Qow parameter is selected from the group consisting of the

mhalation Oow rate and the inhalation air pressure within the breath Qow path.

4. The inhalator according to daim 2.

characterized In that the first level of mhalation Qow

the same as the second levd of mhalation Oow parameter.

is substantially
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5. The initiator according to daim 2,

characterized inihstthc first level of inhalation flow parameter substantially

diSom from the second level of inhalation Oow parameter.

5 6. The inhalator according to claim 1 or 2.

characterised m that

the valve mean* is a moveable sealing, member (13) far closing a conduit (21) in

communication with the liquid container (30) and comprising a first magnetic

member (13), and in that

10 said rnrrhiminO urtuflTrng mr*,"? comprises * flr*ihle memhrsne (14) moveable in

response to an air pressure created by the flow of inhaled air and a second

magnetic member (16) connected to said flexible membrane tor moving therewith,

wherein said first and the second magnetic members (13, 16) are arranged in a

repeUing relationship to each other far urging said seating member (13) to close

15 said conduit (21).

7. The friM**"*' according to claim 1 or 2,

characterized in that

the valve means comprises a sleeve member (1 13) surrounding a tubular conduit

20 (118) far slidahk. selling movement along said conduit (1 18), said conduit having

a first section (141) in Quid communication with the container (30) of the liquid,

and said first section (141) having an outlet opening (144), and

a second section (142), separate from said first section (141), in fluid

cemmunkason with the aerosolizing means (115) and ssid second section (142)

25 having an having an inlet opening (145).

wherein said sleeve (1 13) includes a channel (147) and a sealing section (146)

arranged such that said scaling section (146) in a first position of said sleeve (113)

seals said outlet (144) and inlet (145) openings, respectively, andm a second

position of said sleeve (113) communication is opened between said outlet opening

30 (144) and ssid inlet opening (145) via said channel ( 147);

and in thai said mechanical actuating means comprises a flange member (149)

connected to said sleeve for moving therewith, aaid flange member (149) being

arranged in the breath flow path to be movable by the action of the air flow to move

the sleeve from ssid first position to said second position,

wo n/n2«7 1/11 rcnsEoortom

Fig. 2
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and a spring means (146) for returning said sleeve to said first position.

8. The inhalator according to daun 1 or 2.

characterized In that the vairc means (214) comprise a movable body (224)

S arranged in o passage (218), which passage is in fluid communication with the

liquid container (30). that the passage is arranged with a scat and that the

movable body and the seat has corresponding shapes as to form a sealing

connection.

that said mechanical actuating means comprises a body (228) rotationally arranged

10 in aaid inn a lator. that the body comprises means (230, 262, 264) for urging said

movable body against said seat, air flow directing means (206, 232, 234. 242)

arranged to aaid body and said inhaler, arranged and designed such that, upon

inhalation, a pressure difference is created over the flow directing means of aaid

body (234), which pressure difference causes said body to rotate, thereby moving

IS said urging means away from said movable body, and opening said valve means.

9. The inhalator according to daim 8,

characterized in that the movable body of the valve means is manufactured from a

mngneticafly affected material, and that said urging means comprises a magnet

20 (230).

10. The inhalator according to daim 8,

characterized in that said urging means comprises a holding member attached to

said body and in contact with said movable body.

25

11. The inhalaiar according to any of the claims 9 to 10.

characterized In that it further comprises cam-shaped surfaces on which the

rotenonally arranged body rests, which cam-shaped surfaces transform the

rotational movement of the body to a linear movement.

30

12. The inhalator according to any of the claims 9 toll,

characterized in spring means (244) for urging the rotttionoily arranged body to

its initial position after end of inhalation.

Fig. 4 Fig. 3
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